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FIFTH-YEAR STUDIO PROSPECTUS
SECTION 9
2017-18

Brian Osborn
c: (805) 459-7737
e: bosbor01@calpoly.edu

Dear Students,
 
Welcome to Fifth Year! 
Following you’ll find a prospectus for section 09; including a declaration of what 
I consider a thesis to be...as well as an outlined methodology for getting us there. 

You have a lot to consider over the next several days as you review the studio 
prospecti and complete your studio selection forms. If you have any questions, 
or would like meet in person to discuss your plans for the year, please do not 
hesitate to email me. I am in San Luis Obispo through the 11th, when your 
selection forms are due, and would be more than happy to talk more.

I am excited to spend the coming year with you!

All my best, 
Brian

Eyebeam Annual Benefit Event Design and Installation, June 2009, New York.
Collaboration: Jennifer Broutin, Brian Osborn, Carmen Trudell
Client: EYEBEAM Art + Technology Center



WHAT’S A THESIS AND HOW DOES IT RELATE TO A PROJECT?

Section 9 understands an architectural thesis to be a specific type of design and research endeavor with 

the primary objective of producing new knowledge. It should result in an intellectual contribution to the 

discipline. To quote the Architecture Department website, an architectural thesis should include: 

“a critical assessment of architecture’s current values and practices, a proposition for 

a valuable new idea or direction for architecture, research of existing discourse and 

precedents in support of this idea, and a demonstration of the value of this idea in the form 

of a thesis design project.” 

It is important to note from this quote that thesis is not synonymous with project, but instead includes a 

design project, among many components, for the purpose of testing its larger ideas in a more specific 

context. As such, the thesis has implications beyond the scope of any single design project and utility to a 

larger constituency than a single work of architecture can possibly serve.

Although design and research are both iterative rather than linear processes, we can think about the 

development of our theses over several phases... 

Getting started requires that you begin with an insight. An insight could be something you’ve experienced 

or observed, something you are suspicious of or curious about. Whatever the starting point for your 

thesis is, it is important that it inspires excitement and wonder in you. Wonder, as Mark Lee notes in 

his explanation of his curatorial approach to this year’s Chicago Architecture Biennial, “does not imply 

complete understanding but instead triggers further inquiry.” You will be asked to be critical about your 

original insight in order develop a deep understanding of its causes and effects.  This understanding will 

come through both direct observation and research. You’ll identify the key terms and concepts and work 

to translate them into spatial constructs through the architectural conventions of drawing and making. 

From this understanding you will work to articulate an architectural argument. One of the best pieces 

of instruction that I have received on crafting strong arguments is that arguments are in fact arguable. A 

good argument is not safe, it does not state the obvious, or reiterate the status quo. Instead an architectural 

argument is inherently risky, original, and asserts a critical position. As such your argument will need to be 

substantiated both theoretically and in application. A theoretical substantiation requires that you become 

familiar with relevant architectural theories, case studies, and precedents. You’ll identify friends—those who 

write and do work that supports your argument, as well as foes—those whose work and writing contradicts 

you. Both are required in order to position your work within an existing discourse. We’ll work on this 

together and will use a great book called They Say, I Say as a guide. Finally, you’ll test your argument 

in design application; you’ll invent a range of novel formal, spatial, and organizational strategies. 

You’ll be asked to refine and test those strategies through the production of a prototypical architectural 

intervention (project) which may be at the scale of the urban, landscape, building, body, or molecule, as 

you determine is most appropriate. 



SCENARIOS FOR A NON-EQUILIBRIUM PARADIGM 

Prior to he 1980’s, or there abouts, the field of Ecology operated under the assumption that 

all ecologies were constantly working toward some form of equilibrium—a climax state in 

which a system is more or less balanced, and therefore stable. This idea represents change 

to our environments over time as linear—toward some known end-state and, as such, easily 

predictable. Over the past several decades, however, the theoretical underpinnings that 

have guided ecological thinking have shifted and are now better represented by what has 

been referred to as the Non-equilibrium paradigm in ecology. Under the non-equilibrium 

paradigm, change to complex systems, such as natural ecologies, is understood to be more 

probabilistic than predictable—guided by the happenstantial alignments of many complex 

phenomena and, as such, behave in multi-directional rather than linear patterns. 

This notion that the natural systems, onto which our built environment is grafted, are 

full of change and uncertainty complicates things for disciplines like architecture, which 

tend toward fixed geometric descriptions of space and the making of material assemblies 

that resist dynamic forces. On the other hand, engaging with the complex nature of 

our environments and the materials that form them reveals a new set of potentials 

for architecture. For instance, Philippe Rahm and Sean Lally each conceive of thermal 

energy as a spatial and organizing construct, Phu Hoang has an interest in weather, 

Bittertang’s work engages biological matter and dynamic processes, and Teresa Gali-

Izard works with landscape process in order to produce useful and provocative spaces.

This thesis studio section is interested in a wide range of project types and scales that, 

through their design methodology, embrace the inherent instability that characterizes our 

social and biological environment. 

Through the 492 seminar and associated 481 studio, it will introduce 
a research-based methodology for architectural design enabled 
by watching, drawing, and testing scenarios for a non-equilibrium 
paradigm in architecture. 

Temporary Erosion Control Mat, 2012-2014, Charlottesville, VA.
Research: Brian Osborn, University of Virginia
Research Assistants: Gwen McGinn, Katherine Jenkins
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SURVEILLANCE PRACTICES

This studio embraces the inherent instability that characterizes our social and biological 

environment and acknowledges a need for tools of measurement, drawing conventions, 

and design methods that enable more temporal conceptions of material, space, and site. 

To facilitate work in this context, the studio will introduce techniques for revealing and 

intervening in dynamic site & material processes. 

In typical environmental design scenarios, a project begins with the examination and 

mapping of the existing features of a site, or a survey. Surveys describe the shape of the 

ground and the location of physical elements and legal boundaries below, on, and above 

it. The survey has powerful agency within the typical design process as it provides the 

basis from which design plans are developed and drawn. Throughout the design process, 

proposals are understood as adjustments to the existing conditions as they are drawn in 

the survey. In typical practice, however, these measurements are performed only once 

during the course of a project and provide a perceived fixity in site conditions. As a result, 

important temporal and dynamic processes, responsible for shaping the site, remain 

invisible, mis-understood, and under-engaged in design proposals.

This studio will work to outline an alternative approach—from the 
practice of surveying towards a practice of surveillance, which, in 
contrast, implies the ongoing act of keeping watch. 

Surveillance includes the serial recording of data necessary to reveal micro-topographic 

changes, diurnal transfers of thermal energy, the making of weather, cross-site material 

migrations, or the behavior of humans and other species.

Surveillance Practices Studio, School of Architecture, University of Virginia
Instructor: Brian Osborn
Student Team: Hannah Barefoot, Bonnie-Kate Walker, Luke Harris, Zihao Zhang



The transfer of thermal energy from the body to the ground
Surveillance Practices Studio, School of Architecture, UVA, Instructor: Brian Osborn
Student: Claire Casstevens
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DRAWING THE NATURE OF THINGS

Linked to the Surveillance Practices introduced on the previous pages, and as part of 

the ARCH 492 research seminar, this studio will provide an introduction to working with 

Arduino micro-controllers—allowing us to build and install our own sensory devices in 

order to deepen our understanding of complex phenomena associated with your chosen 

thesis topics. Following this, the seminar will provide an introduction to Firefly—enabling 

interactive links between our sensing devices and the Rhino 3D modeling environment. 

Through this process, an introduction to Grasshopper will promote parametric links 

between the data we extract from a site and a 3D model—allowing us to develop dynamic, 

and data-driven representations of complex phenomena.

These drawings will be the subject of our first studio exhibition, which 
is currently scheduled for the end of the fall quarter. 

The intention is that these drawings will provide a framework for your research, as you 

develop conventions for drawing otherwise invisible processes, while also providing an 

armature for future design work. 

The Culling and Addition of plant material in order to manipulate the decomposition of leaf liter and the production of new soil
Surveillance Practices Studio, School of Architecture, UVA, Instructor: Brian Osborn
Student: Jenna Harris



Conceptual design for Font Major
Part of La Sagrera Linear park in Barcelona, SP 
Collaboration with: AldayJover Arquitectura y Paisaje



Conceptual design for Font Major
Part of La Sagrera Linear park in Barcelona, SP 
Collaboration with: AldayJover Arquitectura y Paisaje

A NOTE ABOUT TRAVEL, REVIEWS, AND EXHIBITIONS OF WORK 

Throughout the year you will have several opportunities to present your work and receive 

input from your faculty members and colleagues. Each review will have a different format 

and we will discuss the deliverable requirements for each as a group as they come up. 

These include: Abstract, Vellum,  Section,  Go-no-go, and Chumash, as well as those reviews 

and shows dedicated to our own studio section alone.

Domestic and International travel is great opportunity to learn from unfamiliar cultures 

as well as share your thesis work with professionals from outside the comfort of Cal Poly. 

While I encourage this opportunity, we will discuss as a group if, when, and where the most 

appropriate travel will be.  



HoneyComb, 2011, New Brunswick, NJ.
Instructor: Brian Osborn, Rutger University
Student Team: Zeina Zahalan, Michael Saltarella, Matthew Draheim, Hany Hanafy, et al. 



BIOGRAPHY

Brian is trained as both an Architect and a Landscape Architect. He received the Bachelor of Landscape 

Architecture from Cal Poly and worked as a Landscape Designer and Planner for seven years in San Luis 

Obispo. He moved to New York City in 2006 to study at Pratt Institute, where he earned the Master of 

Architecture. While in New York, Brian worked as an architectural designer for SYSTEM ARCHITECTS, a 

practice led by Jeremy Edmiston and Douglas Gauthier, as well as the Design Office for Research and 

Architecture (DORA) led by Peter Macapia. 

Brian remained in New York until 2012, launching his design practice, BOTH, with partner Carmen Trudell 

and beginning teaching with simultaneous appointments at Rutgers University and Pratt Institute from 

2008 to 2012. Brian was awarded the Virginia Teaching Fellowship at the University of Virginia and moved to 

Charlottesville. In 2014 he accepted a tenure track appointment in the Landscape Architecture Department 

at UVA where he remained until 2016. Most recently, Brian has held the position of  Assistant Professor of 

Architecture at Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo; happy to be home in California where he was born and raised.   

Brian’s research and creative work investigate the agency of digital design and production methods in the 

coupling of constructed form and biological systems. This agenda includes applications of digital imaging, 

computational design tactics, responsive environments, material research, and computer numerically 

controlled fabrication. His work and writing has been featured in several books, including: Landscape 

Architecture and Digital Techniques, edited by Jillian Walliss, Representing Landscapes: Hybrid by Nadia 

Amoroso, Performative Materials in Architecture and Design by Rashida Ng, and the forthcoming Codify, by 

Bradley Cantrell.  


